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We manufacture durable doors and 
door automation solutions




We are the renowned and trusted name in the field of automatic doors, door systems, and cutting-edge door automation. With a strong presence in the medical sector, cold chain, clean rooms, and laboratories, we have established ourselves as most trusted and the leading door manufacturers in India. We offer a comprehensive selection of doors that takes pride in meeting the highest standards of excellence. Understanding the distinctive demands of diverse sectors, the company diligently crafts custom solutions tailored to their specific requirements. Our doors are thoughtfully designed to enhance safety, efficiency, and convenience across a range of environments. With an unwavering dedication to customer satisfaction, we stand out as the premier door manufacturer in India.







60+
Countries delivered.










45 years
Leading experience.













± 5000000
Users per day.










+95%
Customers are satisfied.
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                    When clean air saves lives, it's also our concern. 

                    Patient-safety and preventing incidents as well as complications are a very important theme in healthcare.

                    Read more                
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                    When clean air saves lives, it's also our concern.

                    Our commitment is to create a secure and conducive environment for patients and medical professionals in cleanrooms and laboratories, by ensuring germ-free conditions.

                    Read more                
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                    When you aim for operational efficiency, we'll enable it

                    In the cold chain industry, hygiene, speed, reliability, and robustness are vital factors that cannot be compromised. As one of the top door manufacturers in India, we understands the significance of these factors and ensuring the doors meet and exceed industry standards.

                    Read more                
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            Metaflex Food Care Chiller

        

        
            
	Available as manual or automatic sliding doors
	Suitable for temperatures from 0°C
	Economic solution for small  chiller rooms
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            Metaflex Food Care Freezer

        

        
            
	Freezer doors with Smooth finishing & hermetic sealing
	Easily replaceable EPDM gaskets.
	Available as manual or automatic doors
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            Metaflex CA Door

        

        
            
	Airtight and gastight sealing
	Suitable for temperatures from 0°C
	Including gastight hatch with window
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            Metaflex MAK Blast Freezer

        

        
            
	Available as manual or automatic sliding doors
	Doors equipped with Airtight hermetic sealing
	Suitable for temperatures as low as -40°C
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                    Here you can find all information about our doors, the applications and about Metaflex. Is the information you are looking for not listed? Let us know.
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                        Metaflex Doors India

                        		Address
	

							8-A, Udyog Vihar, Part I & II
			
						201306
			
						Main Rd, Ecotech-II, Greater Noida
			
			

			India, Uttar Pradesh
					
	Phone
	
        Tel: 
        
				+91-120-4751000
	Email
	
            E-mail:
            
			info@metaflex.in
		
	 
	

    
	 
	
    


                    


                

                
                                        
                        Metaflex Doors Europe BV

                        		Address
	

							Ambachtsstraat 11
			
						NL-7122 MP
			
						Aalten
			
			

			Nederland
					
	Phone
	
        Tel: 
        
				+31 88 1414900
	Email
	
            E-mail:
            
			info@metaflexdoors.com
		
	 
	

            CC: 
        09052999 Arnhem
    
	 
	
            VAT-No.: 
        NL0059.90.713.B.01
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